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Janaganit 2.1 : Line, Line Segment, Triangle Properties. 

Problem Sequence : 

 Measure the length of a straw, pencil, pen…. 

 Take a broom stick, measure and cut the broom stick at 10 cm. 

 Repeat the same thing and check whether both the rods are exactly same or not?  

 Now take a string measure one meter and cut it.  

 Again, repeat the same activity and check whether they are exactly same?  

 What is approximately one meter? How to measure one meter approximately?  

 Joint both the ends of the string, then how much is the length of string? 

 Again, join the two ends of the string. What is the length of the string now?  

 We have two broom stick pieces of 10 cm, if we place them one after other, what is 

the total length?  

 Compare the broom stick arrangement with the folded string to see the difference.  

 What is point? Take a pen and paper and try to create a point.  

 Where else we can find the point?  

 Make a pin hole on a paper and look through it from very close distance. You can see 

everything, then is it a point?  

 Now join two broom sticks then point at which they are joining is a point or not? 

 Use the Jodo kit and connect the two straws with connector, what do we call to the 

the point of contact? What are the straws, point or a line? What is string, Point or 

Line? If we fold a paper what do we get, Point or a line? If two lines meet after 

folding a paper, what do we get? 

 What is angle? Use two straws and connector and start from zero point and rotate 

the one straw while keeping other straw at rest.  

 Look at the clock. Clock get divided in how many parts if we are thinking hourly? 

 How many minutes are there in one hour? Now in how many parts the clock gets 

divided?   

 Why don’t they divide the whole circle in 100 parts?  

 Why they have chosen 360 for complete rotation and why not 100?  

 Why 60 minutes in one hour and not 100 minutes?  

 Stand up and take your hand straight in front of your face, now turn complete 360 

degrees.   

 Take a circular paper cut out. If we fold it in half, how much degrees? If we are again 

folding it then how many degrees?  

 Now again stand up and rotate in 360 degrees then 180 degrees, then 90 degrees, 

then 270 degrees.  

 Take a circular paper and divide the circle in four equal parts. How much is the single 

part?  
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 Take 3 broom sticks of a same length and joint them with the clay in a triangular 

shape. What is the angle at joint of the two sticks? You can compare the angle with 

90 degree part of the circular paper.  

 Now place the triangle on a paper and trace the triangle on a paper, now cut the 

triangle.  

 Measure all the angles of the triangle. 

 Fold the triangle in half and cut the tringle in two parts. Join the two parts of a 

triangle to make a rectangle. What is the angle we are getting after joining two 

parts?  

 What is the measure of one angle? 

 Now again place the two parts of a triangle to make an original triangle. If we say the 

half part of angle is one then what is the complete angle? Can we say the complete 

angle is two? 

 Now join these two angles. i.e. angle one and angle two. What is the total 

measurement of the angle?  

 Now we know the total angle. Considering it as a reference,  How much is the angle 

one and angle two?            


